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LIGHTS, CAMERA … CATALINA! 

 

 The coast of North Africa.  Tahiti.  The mythical lost continent of Atlantis.  The 

ancient Near East.  The waters off the fictional Eastern Seaboard Island of Amity, 

patrolled by a massive, ravenous shark.  Catalina Island has played many roles on the 

big screen over the years.  It has been the location for more than 500 movies, reaching 

back more than a century to Hollywood’s silent era, while also proving popular for the 

shooting of TV programs, documentaries and commercials. 

 But the Island has not only held allure for location scouts.  It has also proven 

irresistible to Hollywood’s stars, who have gravitated to the Island for the same qualities 

that appeal to other visitors:  peace, quiet, sunshine, secluded coves, pristine waters, 

boating and world-class sportfishing. 

 Because Catalina’s interior is largely undeveloped (thanks to William Wrigley Jr. 

and his family who vowed to protect nearly 90 percent of the Island), the Island was 

particularly popular in the early years of Hollywood movie-making.  Production 

companies could ferry their equipment over on barges and use the unspoiled mountain 

backdrops and beaches for just about any setting that the filmmaker desired.  Among 

the movies shot on Catalina were Treasure Island (1918), The Ten Commandments 

(1923), Ben Hur (1925) and Old Ironsides (1926).  So often was Catalina Island used as 

a stand-in for the South Seas that palm trees were planted at the Isthmus – and they 

still remain. 

 Hollywood was also responsible for the bison that roam the interior today.  

Fourteen American bison were brought to the Island in 1924 for the filming of The 

Vanishing American, based on a novel by famed American Western author Zane Grey – 
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himself a devotee of the Island.  Although none of the footage shot on the Island made it 

into the movie, the bison nonetheless stayed, and the sight of one always delights locals 

and tourists alike. 

 Catalina Island continued to be a popular location when sound came to motion 

pictures.  It doubled for Tahiti in the filming of Mutiny on the Bounty in 1935, starring 

Charles Laughton and Clark Gable.  Other movies from the 1930s shot on the Island 

included Treasure Island, Island of Lost Souls, Rain, Captain Blood and Captains 

Courageous.  

Like many other visitors before and since, the stars who arrived for the movie 

shoots quickly became enchanted by Catalina’s charms, and returned again and again.  

Charlie Chaplin and wife Paulette Goddard came to the Island often to fish for marlin 

and tuna.  James Cagney and his wife liked to moor their yacht in Descanso Bay.  John 

Wayne stayed in the harbor aboard his yacht Wild Goose, and once required medical 

help on the Island; after that, he always brought strawberry ice cream to his newfound 

friends who assisted him.  Clark Gable used to stay at The Glenmore, the Island’s 

oldest hotel – and second oldest in California after the Hotel del Coronado.  According 

to Hollywood lore, Buddy Rogers and Mary Fairbanks carried on an affair on a 

production yacht while on the Island.  Other visitors included Humphrey Bogart, Lauren 

Bacall, Joan Crawford, Betty Grable and Johnny Weissmuller.  Director Cecil B. DeMille 

once observed that Catalina is “the only place where I can get away to work amid real 

inspiration.” 

A couple of future Hollywood stars spent time on the Island before they hit it big.  

The Merchant Marine was stationed at Catalina Island during World War II, and one of 

its instructors, James Dougherty, spent six months on the Island with his wife – who 

would later adopt the screen name Marilyn Monroe.  And when the Chicago Cubs were 

conducting spring training on the Island, their promising young radio announcer had to 

hurry to the mainland for a screen test – Catalina Express co-founder Doug Bombard 

was only too happy to whisk Ronald Reagan across the channel in his speedboat.   

 In more recent years, Catalina Island has been used less frequently for movies, 

but it still attracts the camera’s eye.  Some of the aerial shots of Hawaii in Pearl Harbor 

(2001) were actually Catalina.  The waters surrounding the Island were used for The 

Thin Red Line (1998), Suicide Kings (1997) and The Hunt for Red October (1990).  
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Other notable movies shot here include Apollo 13 (1995), Waterworld (1995), Jaws 

(1975), Chinatown (1974) and Rosemary’s Baby (1968).  

Contemporary celebrities can’t resist Catalina Island.  Brooke Shields and Chris 

Henchy tied the knot on the Island. Jacob Pechenik took Zooey Deschanel to Catalina 

on Catalina Express for her birthday and proposed to her on the Island.  Spotted on the 

Island in recent years were Barbra Streisand and James Brolin, Nicolas Cage and Lisa 

Marie Presley, Rob Lowe, Heidi Klum and Seal, Alanis Morrisette, Jessica Biel and 

Justin Timberlake.  Katy Perry enjoyed the karaoke at El Galleon.  Taylor Swift enjoyed 

a girls’ weekend on the Island with Lorde, Jaime King and the Haim sisters, along with 

Olympic gymnast Gracie Gold. Also savoring the Island’s treasures and laid-back vibe 

were the casts of Housewives of Orange County, Netflix’s Love, Hell’s Kitchen, The 

Bachelor, Stepbrothers, Twilight, The Girls Next Door, Millionaire Matchmaker, LMFAO, 

and VH-1 and MTV shows. 

For a Visit California television ad, Chef Tyler Florence was filmed off the Coast 

of Catalina with the iconic Casino in the background. Chef Robert Irvine of Kitchen 

Impossible also visited, as did Demi Lovato. Dakota Johnson was on Island filming and 

was joined by her mom Melanie Griffith, and Ben Affleck visited the Island and took his 

children zip lining (pre JLo reunion). Miro Sorvino visited during the Catalina Island Film 

Festival and took the Catalina Island Conservancy’s Jeep Eco Tour.  

Sammy Hagar has been holding his annual Birthday Bash on the Island for the 

past few years. Of course, the engagement of Selling Sunset’s Heather Rae Young and 

Flip or Flop’s Tarek El Mousa, at Descanso Beach Club made headlines around the 

world. Most recently Dylan Efon, Zac’s brother, and their family celebrated Dylan’s 30th 

birthday in Avalon.  
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